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Buddhist Monks and Mixed Media Artists Reflect
on Impermanence at PHES Gallery
By Lonnie Burstein Hewitt. Photos by Maurice Hewitt.
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A selection of local and
world art feeds. Who's
hungry?

San Diego Visual Arts
Network presents these
MONTHLY writings about
the Picked RAW events
posted on our site to show
their inner goodies.
We encourage writers to
develop their voice while
writing about the many
visual and cultural arts
events occurring monthly in
San Diego and County. We
wish to avoid any "art speak"
so anyone can understand
and enjoy the reviews
without a masters degree in
art history.
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The Senate Takes
Action!  7/7/2015

TWO COATS OF PAINT

You be the judge. Let us
know if we succeed or not
by joining us in the
conversation, leave us a
comment, tell us what you
want to read, or better yet
write for us.

Mark Ryan Chariker’s
Romantic NoMan’s
Lands  1/29/2022
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Enjoy!
For information about
SDVAN go to
www.sdvisualarts.net or
contact us at 760.943.0148
or info@sdvisualarts.net
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관심 블로그 등록

Creating the mandala.

PHES Gallery is a small but mighty space in Carlsbad owned by a warm and
creative couple, furnituremaker Paul Henry and art therapist Ellen Speert. It has
only been open five months but is already drawing attention from artlovers in and
beyond San Diego County.
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Lighthe...

Their current exhibition, Impermanence, features four toplevel artists, all
showing works expressing the idea of impermanence: Andres Amador, an
earthscape artist from Northern California; printmaker/illustrator Kathi McCord;
glass sculptor Michelle Kurtis Cole, and woodworker/furnituremaker Wendy
Maruyama.

For artlovers this
holiday season,
there’s no pla...

As a special attraction, six Tibetan Buddhist monks from the Gaden Shartse
Monastery in Southern India were invited to create an ephemeral piece in the
gallery, a sacred sand mandala which would take five days of painstaking work to
complete as they filled in the initial outline with grains of colored sand.
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Creating the mandala: a closeup.

Joe Nalven
Katherine Sweetman

True to the spirit of impermanence, a basic concept in Buddhist thought, part of
the process was the complete dissolution of the mandala outdoors on the
afternoon of December 11. “It’s not a destruction, it’s a release,” said Ellen Speert,
who has been working with these monks for years. And it illustrates another
Buddhist concept—nonattachment.
Also working in the spirit of impermanence and nonattachment is Andres
Amador, whose largescale earthworks are created out of natural materials that
are then returned to the earth…or the sea.
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Andres Amador: Washed Away. A piece created on a beach, photographed by a drone, and
then washed away by a high tide. The tiny speck in the center of the piece is the artist.
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Amador will be here in person in February, giving a talk at the gallery and doing a
program with Ellen Speert at her retreat center, where participants will end up
creating a communal piece on the beach in low tide. (For more about this, go to
www.artRETREATS.com)
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And then there’s Kathi McCord, whose impressive graphite drawings address the
destruction of our rainforests and invite visitors to demonstrate what’s happening
by erasing some part of a drawing themselves.
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A detail from one of McCord’s wallsize drawings.

Michelle Kurtis Cole’s contribution to Impermanence features seven small,
beautifully detailed corals, whose memory she’s preserving in glass as they’re
disappearing in oceans.

One of Cole’s handsculpted glass corals.

We didn’t get to see Wendy Maruyama’s piece, The Tag Project, honoring the
thousands of JapaneseAmericans sent to internment camps during World War II.
It was removed to make room for the mandalamaking but is back now, and we’ll
be going back to see it.
In these times of ongoing Covid and other uncertainties, the idea of impermanence

In these times of ongoing Covid and other uncertainties, the idea of impermanence
can be a kind of comfort. Don’t miss this fine, thoughtprovoking show, which is
also impermanent, but will be here through February 13.
Impermanence at PHES Gallery
2633 State Street, Carlsbad, CA 92008
Gallery hours: Thursday – Saturday 2 p.m.7 p.m. or by appointment
info@phesgallery.com/7606963022

Lonnie Burstein Hewitt is an awardwinning author/lyricist/playwright who has
been writing about arts and lifestyles in San Diego County for over a dozen years.
You can reach her at hew2@sbcglobal.net.
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